Backend Developer

**Number of Posts:** 2

**Contract Type:** Permanent – Full Time

**Job description**
We are looking for an enthusiastic and motivated Backend Developer to join our platform team. You will have the opportunity to work on and build all parts of the platform: business logic, external APIs, admin APIs, integrations with game and payment providers, as well real-time integrations with other internal systems such as the data platform and middleware.
New development will all be using Kotlin, a modern, concise, safe language which is accessible to all developers, especially those with Java experience.

**Responsibilities:**
• Work in an agile team consisting of other backend developers to build and maintain microservices in Spring Boot and Kotlin to handle platform business logic.
• Liaise with other tech teams and product team to provide functionality over REST APIs.
• Participate in task estimations, planning and code reviews.
• Integrate with third party systems to allow for a greater number of products on the platform.
• Gather knowledge in business requirements to be able to ease operations.
• Collaborate with engineers across the department to identify and build on improvements to our processes and systems.

**Requirements**
• Advanced knowledge of Java (2/3 years of experience)
• SQL
• Spring Framework (1 year experience)
• Basic GIT knowledge is necessary
• Working in scrum team

**Training provided:** Yes, however candidate must possess the minimum requirements and training can be offered for additional skills

**Any assistance with accommodation/relocation:** We cover relocation costs and provide temporary accommodation.

- **Any other benefits:**
  - Commuting Assistance
  - Performance Bonus
  - Wellness Package
  - Health Insurance
Vacancy additional information

- Work From home Allowance

**Salary**
Eur 30000-35000 (depending on candidate’s experience)

**How will the interviews be held?**
All interview stages are done remotely.

**To apply**
CVs and a covering email are to be sent by email to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt and should be written in English. Please quote the vacancy name and number in your email.